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Office and SharePoint 2007 User's Guide: Integrating SharePoint with Excel, Outlook, Access and Word (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2008
Web sites. Collaboration. Document management. Paperless offices. We want it all in business today, but how do you achieve all of these goals? More importantly, if you work for one of the millions of small to medium–sized businesses, how do you find the time and build the expertise necessary to reach these goals? Even the most powerful tool...
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Zimbra: Implement, Administer and Manage: Get your organization up and running with Zimbra, fastPackt Publishing, 2007
Zimbra is open-source server and client software for messaging and collaboration: email, group calendaring, contacts, and web document management and authoring. The Zimbra server is available for Linux, Mac OS X, appliances, and virtualization platforms. The Zimbra Web 2.0 Ajax client runs on Firefox, Safari, and IE, and features easy...
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Methods of Contemporary Mathematical Statistical Physics (Lecture Notes in Mathematics)Springer, 2009
This volume presents a collection of courses introducing the reader to the recent progress with attention being paid to laying solid grounds and developing various basic tools. An introductory chapter on lattice spin models is useful as a background for other lectures of the collection. The topics include new results on phase transitions for...
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Palm webOSO'Reilly, 2009

	This is the official guide to building native JavaScript applications for Palm's new mobile operating system, Palm® webOS™. Written by Palm's software chief technology officer along with the Palm webOS development team, Palm webOS provides a complete tutorial on the design principles, architecture, UI, tools, and...
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Pro Access 2010 DevelopmentApress, 2011

	Microsoft Access is a unique platform that enables rapid development of database applications. It has
	been a long-time favorite of both developers and end users for creating single-user and small-scale office
	automation solutions. Recent improvements have made it a viable choice for enterprise-class
	applications as well. In this book,...
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Mixed-signal and DSP Design Techniques (Analog Devices)Newnes, 2003

	The reader is provided with information on how to choose between the techniques and how to design a system that takes advantage of the best features of each of them. Imminently practical in approach, the book covers sampled data systems, choosing A-to-D and D-to-A converters for DSP applications, fast Fourier transforms, digital filters,...
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Mobile First BootstrapPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you know the basics of Bootstrap this book will show you how to use it for websites that start from a mobile perspective. Create sites that are user-friendly for all mobile devices.


	Overview

	
		Get to grips with the essentials of mobile-first development with Bootstrap
	
		Understand the entire...
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iOS 10 SDK Development: Creating iPhone and iPad Apps with SwiftPragmatic Bookshelf, 2017

	
		All in on Swift! iOS 10 and Xcode 8 make it clearer than ever that Swift is Apple's language of the future. Core frameworks have been redesigned to work better with Swift, and the language itself continues to evolve quickly. iOS 10 SDK Development is the pure-Swift approach to developing for the iOS platform. This...
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Integrating J2EE and Microsoft .NETSkillSoft Press, 2004
Learn to integrate .NET and J2EE technologies to create cross-platform applications. This book also contains practical solutions for integration between the J2EE and .NET components in the Presentation tier and Business tier.

J2EE is a platform used for developing enterprise applications. Integrating J2EE with Microsoft...
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Pivot Table Data Crunching (Business Solutions)Que, 2005
Become a savvy Microsoft Excel user. Pivot tables are a great feature in Excel that help you organize and analyze data, but not many Excel users know how to use pivot tables. Pivot Table Data Crunching offers a comprehensive review of all the functionalities of Pivot Tables from author ...
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Robohelp for the WebWordware Publishing, 2002
This guide explains the use and administration of eHelp's latest software package, emphasizing administrator setup and maintenance.     

       Provides with an explanation of installing and configuring RoboHelp and presents an outline for creating a documentation plan. Softcover. CD-ROM included.       

RoboHelp Enterprise is...
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Learning ActionScript 3.0: A Beginner's GuideO'Reilly, 2008
In this book, authors Rich Shupe and Zevan Rosser share the knowledge they've gained from their years as multimedia developers/designers and teachers. Learning ActionScript 3.0 gives you a solid foundation in the language of Flash and demonstrates how you can use it for practical, everyday projects. The authors do more than just give you a...
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